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“Shchekinoazot” proposes to its 

clients high quality offers in the sphere of 

chemical industry for oil and gas 

production, shipping and processing, 

automobile industry, electrical, 

pharmaceutical, agrochemical, cellulose 

and paper industries, water purification, 

textile industry, construction materials, 

industrial and consumable products. 

Achievements in industry and 

significance for Russian chemical 

industry have provided to 

“Shchekinoazot” a place in the National 

Register “Leading Industrial Enterprises 

of Russia - 2013”. Good results in 

anticipation of the 60th anniversary of the 

company.  

Last year “Shchekinoazot” exported 

about 72 % of the total amount of 

production to 24 countries. The chemists 

from Shchekino this summer became the 

winners of a prestigious contest “Best 

Russian Exporter of 2013” in “Chemical 

Industry” section. 

These achievements would have 

been impossible without a precise 

strategic development program, which 

was made with consideration of chemical 

industry perspectives and market 

dynamics. Its implementation in JSC 

“Shchekinoazot” started when Boris 

Sokol occupied the post of the President 

of the company. The program is intended 

to work until 2017 and considers 

investments of $770 mil. total. 

In terms of the development strategy 

a number of large-scale projects has 

already been realized. In 2005-2013 

almost 14 mil Rub. were invested in their 

realization. In the autumn of 2011 m-450, 

one of the largest modern methanol 

production units in Russia was put into 

operation. This high-tech project was 

realized with assistance from a worldwide 

renowned Danish company “Haldor 

Topsoe” that has been a partner of 

“Shchekinoazot” for many years. 

In 2013 one more large-scale project 

was executed – the launch of a hydrogen 

unit B-26, which noticeably decreased the 

prime cost of caprolactam and ammonia 

production.Новое производство, 

которое компания совместно с 

«Хальдор Топсе» планирует запустить 

в 2017 году, будет выдавать ежегодно 

450 тыс. т метанола и 135 тыс. т 

аммиака. 

Technical improvement of the 

concentrated low methanol formalin 

(CLMF) made it possible to increase the 

production of carabamidoformaldehyde 

concentrate (CFC) from 32 th. tones in 

2012 to 47 th. tonnes at 2013. In 2014 the 

company has to reach the maximum 

amount of САС production - 67 th. 

tonnes.  

“Shchekinoazot” has finished the 

procedure of the Western substation 

reconstruction. The output of energy has 

increased. For the first time in the history 

of the factory the demand of the industrial 

site in energy resources has been satisfied 

by means of its own generating power.  

Any business wins at cooperations, 

since cooperation provides mutual effect 

and reciprocal impulse for development. 

“Shchekinoazot” uses these advantages 

actively. Thus, in 2009 in conference with 

the American “Momentive” an enterprise 

for fenolformaldehyde resins production 

was open. And in partnership with 

German “Petro Carbo  
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Chem” a project of construction of 

dimethylether producing enterprise is 

executed. 

On the territory of “Shchekinoazot” 

there is the “Pervomayskiy” industrial 

park available. This site was chosen for 

the placing the factories of 19 Russian 

and foreign companies. Among them 

there is the world leader in the sphere of 

packaging technonogies, the American 

company “Sonoco Alcore”. There has 

been more than a thousand of new 

high-producing job positions, which is 

one of the priorities of the Tula region 

economy development. 

Current productions are updating 

and developing. Thus, at the JV 

“Hexion-Shchekinoazot” at the moment 

there is a project of fenolformaldehyde 

resins line expansion executing. There is  

 

the second reactor being mounted as well 

as the new automatical loading system, 

the number of warehouse rooms area is 

increasing. All these factors will make it 

possible for the JV to significantly 

decrease expenses at changeovers from 

one type of released product to another to 

another as well as to expand resins 

assortment.    

“Shchekinoazot” is not only a 

large-scale manufacturer, but also an 

active participant of the social life of the 

district and the region. The amount of the 

company’s social expenses last year was 

56 mil. Rub., 14 mil. Rub. were  

directed at polyclinic’s maintenance, 

which is now equipped with modern 

cardiological, ultrasonic and laboratory 

diagnostics instruments, physical therapy 

equipment, new ambulance vehicles. 

About 17 mil. Rub. were directed at  

 

charitable assistance to education, health, 

culture and sport institutes. In summer, as 

a tradition, the company provides 

vacations to its employees and their 

children. This year more than 4 mil. Rub. 

were invested into it. 220 enterprise 

workers have visited Anapa, their 

children have spent their holidays at the 

camp by “Alexin-Bor” health resort. 

One more important initiative of 

“Shchekinoazot” was the collaborative 

humanitarian project of the three 

well-known families of Topsoe, Tolstoy 

and Sokol. They created a charitable 

foundation, the purpose of which is to 

help the children of Tula region: orphans, 

children from problem families and those 

without places of residence. No doubt that 

cooperation that helped to develop the 

industry will help at sponsorship as well. 
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